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Microporous polyurethanes (MPU)weremodified by adding 0.25%–1.25 wt%of reduced graphene oxide (RGO).Thematerialswere
prepared without solvent via in situ polymerization. From a technological point of view, it is very important to obtain functional
materials by using reacting compounds only.The thermal characteristics of obtainedMPUwere investigated using TGA, DSC, and
DMA techniques. In comparison to nonmodified microporous polyurethane, the thermal stability and mechanical properties of
the modified systems have significantly improved. The temperature corresponding to the maximum degradation rate (𝑇max) for
nanocomposites containing 1% and 1.25wt% of RGO was 51∘C higher than that observed for pure microporous PU system. The
increase of tensile strength was also observed for matrix with the addition of 0.5 wt% RGO nanofiller.

1. Introduction

Graphene is composed of sp2 carbon atoms linked together in
a two-dimensional honeycomb-like structure. After discov-
ering it as a theoretical 2D layer material many attempts of
effective production have been made. In aspects of industrial
implementation graphene and its derivatives have become
one of the most important materials in nanotechnology.
Scientists from different fields of science, for example,
physics, chemistry, and engineering, are trying to find its best
allotropic form in matter of functionalization, for example,
as fillers used in polymer nanocomposites. Now graphene
is one of the most promising materials, although many
problems and controversies emerged during investigations
of graphene’s excellence, for example, in sensors and poly-
mer coatings. Due to its unique structure, graphene has
interesting mechanical properties (high Young’s modulus,
approximately 1 TPa, and tensile strength, 130GPa) [1–3],
very good energy storage, electrical (10−8Ωm) [4–8] and
thermal (5300Wm−1K−1) [1, 2, 9–11] conductivity, capacity,
frequency of response (similar to Si), and overall surface area

(roughly 2600m2 g−1) [12–17]. One of the most significant
applications nowadays in graphene composites is gas barrier
properties; graphene derivatives can act as a retention wall
with adsorption abilities [18–20].

Porous derivatives are still being invented and further
modified so their parameters could be even more diverse.
Methods of derivatives production differ fromone scientist to
another, for example, using Hummers method which was the
best for GO preparation but in time has been improved and
even further modified. Reduced graphene oxide produced
by this method is characterized by a low number of oxygen
functional groups. This implicates that RGO has a better
compatibilization effect on the matrix than pure graphene,
and it can be easily dispersed in the composite systems [21–
28]. RGO incorporated into polymer matrix shows even
better properties than unmodified graphene polyurethanes.
This is happening because PUR’s structure is changed by
the addition of a filler which reacts chemically with the
matrix thanks to single polar groups. Thus it is possible to
compose both of these modifiedmaterials with advantageous
thermoplastic and elastomeric effect: better rigidity, hardness,
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Figure 1: XRD (a) and Raman (b) spectra for graphite (G), graphene oxide (GO), and reduced graphene oxide (RGO).

ductility, and tensile strength. It is worth mentioning that
particle size and good dispersion are also very important
especially for conductivity which is dependent on percolation
threshold.

Systematic evaluations of all of the following composite
parameters are being pursued by researchers using SEM,
XRD, DMA, Raman, and FTIR methods [29–32]. Raman
and FTIR spectroscopies help by acquiring spectra of matrix
surface, morphology, and its differences due to characteristic
filler content, number of layers, and so forth. XRD technique
is used for assessment of GO exfoliation and/or intercalation
effects. DMA is irreplaceable in viscoelastic modulus behav-
ior investigation relating to temperature and stress frequency
which can be all related to rheology of these materials.

Researchers are putting emphasis on nanosized mate-
rials which are common interest nowadays. Versatility of
elastomers with graphene is still increasing. Nanocomposites
made with it are applicable in various fields, for example, in
microwave absorbers, aerospace, inner tubes, sensors, belts,
hoses, flooring, and dampers. Now, they are trying to apply
it in solar cells, fuel cells, conductive inks, gaskets, artificial
muscles, and electronics on larger manufacturing scale [33–
43].

This paper focuses on the studies of microporous
polyurethane systems (MPU) modified via incorporation
of reduced graphene oxide. By modifying the polymeric
matrix with even a small amount of graphene, we can obtain
polyurethane materials with unique mechanical and thermal
properties.

2. Experimental

2.1. Materials

2.1.1. Reagents. Natural flake graphite (NFG, MICRONS850)
was provided by Asbury Carbons (P.O. Box 144, 405 Old
Main St., Asbury, NJ 08802, USA). Fuming nitric acid
(>90%), sulfuric acid (95–98%), potassium chlorate (98%),

and hydrochloric acid (37%) were obtained from Avantor
Performance Materials Poland SA and used as received.

The microporous system, which has been originally used
in the shoe sole production, was purchased fromMBMarket
Ltd., Poland. It was based on the polyol (GF422 POL) (A) and
crosslinking agent (CROSS.MB/40/4 containing ethane-1,2-
diol) (B) and isocyanatemixture (GT991 ISO, 4,4-methylene
diphenyl diisocyanate, o-(p-isocyanatobenzyl)phenyl iso-
cyanate, and diphenylomethyl-2,4- diisocyanate) (C).

2.2. Preparation of Reduced Graphene Oxide. Graphene oxide
was obtained from natural flake graphite according to modi-
fied Hummer’s method, described by Marcano et al. [27]. An
amount of 100 g of GO powder was obtained after drying the
suspension. Then, reduced graphene oxide was obtained by
the thermal reduction, using an oven previously preheated to
200∘C, under argon atmosphere during a 30 min reduction
reaction. The final product was verified using SEM and TEM
techniques.

Results regarding structural research of reduced graphene
oxide (RGO), its substrate, graphite (G), and intermediate
product, graphite oxide (GO), are being presented in Fig-
ure 1(a). According to diffraction maxima acquired from
XRD spectra, distance between graphite layers has been
calculated. Maximum of G-band is present at 25∘ (2𝜃) which
means that interplanar distance is approximately 0.56 nm.
In case of GO, layers are being spread to 0.8 nm (11∘) due
to presence of hydroxyl and epoxy bonds intercalation with
carbon layers. Significant decrease in signal intensity of GO
is also apparent in comparison to G-band. RGO which
was applied into materials as a nanofiller has no visible
signals at that 2𝜃 value probably due to high exfoliation
and fragmentation after thermal reduction. However small,
broad signal can be observed at 26.4∘. That corresponds
to 0.34 nm distance between each layer which means that
this material can contain some traces of graphite structures.
Characteristic plateau on the diffractogram (Figure 1(a))
shows that graphene oxide lacks significant order in its
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Figure 2: Collective data showing viscosity (a) and sheer stress (b) relations in function of sheer rate. Information was obtained for polyols
with nanofiller (RGO) content ranging from 0 to 1,25% in microporous materials.

internal structure. Obtained results are in good relation with
data presented by Cao and Zhang [42].

Figure 1(b) illustratesmost prominent results obtained for
RGOnanofiller. Raman spectra for GO showD- andG-bands
visible at wavenumbers 1350 and 1550 cm−1. Intensity of band
D is related to defects and oxygen bonding present on the
surface of GO. G-band is related to the number of conjugated
double carbon bonds responsible for conductivity of the
material. Reduction of GO to RGO decreases the number
of hydroxyl and carboxylic groups apparent at the surface
which decreases D-band intensity. However, during thermal
reduction, the number of conjugated carbon bands and layers
decreases due to exfoliation and desorption (based on XPS
analysis the authors calculated oxygen and carbon content,
for GO, 34.5%O and 65.5%C, and for thermally reduced form
RGO, 16.5%O and 83.5%C).This in consequence leads to loss
in G-band intensity. Investigated ratio (𝐼D/𝐼G) illustrated in
Figure 1(b) contributes to scale of disorder present in RGO
structure and is inversely proportional to average size of sp2
clusters. The better the RGO ratio in comparison to GO, the
more efficient the reduction to sp2 structure. More infor-
mation about spectroscopy characteristic of RGO nanofiller
and polyurethane nanocomposites, especially Raman and
FTIR analyses, was presented in our previous publication
[44].

2.3. Microporous Synthesis. Microporous polyurethane
foams (MPU) were obtained during a laboratory-scale proce-
dure from a three-component (A, B, and C) system (MB
Market Ltd., Poland). Component A consists of GF422 POL
A polyol and RGO (nanofiller). It was prepared by vigorous
mechanical stirring for 60min at 6000 rpm. Subsequent
sonication with an ultrasonic homogenizer was performed
for another 60min. In the first step, component A was mixed
with component B, namely, CROSS.MB/40/4 (crosslinking
agent). Next, nanoparticulated polyol matrix containing
the chain extender and component C, that is, GT 991 ISO

(isocyanate), were heated to 60∘C. Then both of these
components were mixed at the predetermined mass ratio
for 10 s at 3000 rpm using a dispersing turbine type impeller
of 2.5 cm diameter at 60∘C and 70% relative humidity. The
resulting reaction mixture was poured into a metal mould of
approximate dimensions of 20 × 100 × 140mm, which was
closed and heated to 60∘C. All MPU samples were stored at
room temperature for 48 h after demoulding.

Rheological parameters of substrates, used for obtaining
polyurethane materials with reduced graphene oxide (GO),
were measured by Brookfield R/S Portable rotational steady
state controlled shear stress rheometer. Coaxial cylinder
measuring system CC-14 (DIN 53019/ISO 3219 norm) was
used to register flow and viscosity curves. Measurements
were carried out at 50∘C with shear rate ranging from 0,9
to 100 s−1 within 300-second timeframe. Analysis of shear
stresses and viscosity parameters in function of shear rate
provides information about the flow behavior of nanofilled
polyols (Figures 2(a) and 2(b)). Rheograms were fitted to
Ostwald-de Waele mathematical power law model: 𝜏 = 𝑘 ⋅
𝛾
𝑛, where 𝜏 is the shear stress, 𝛾 is the shear rate, 𝑘 is the

consistency index, and 𝑛 is the flow exponent. Viscosity of
polyol mixture significantly increases with reduced graphite
oxide (RGO) content. This effect is most prominent in
mixtures with 1,00 and 1,25% RGO. Undoubtedly higher
nanofiller content is associated with increasing viscosity; this
may cause mixing problems during substrate preparation.
On the other hand, we can be certain that we have good
dispersion in prepared material. Calculated flow exponent
is smaller than unity for all measured samples. It means
that polyols belong to shear thinning, pseudoplastic liquids.
Presence of RGO nanofillers increases consistency and vis-
cosity of polyol mixtures (Figure 2(a)). Decrease of 𝑛 value
as a function of nanofiller concentration means that the
substance leans toward more pseudoplastic behavior as a
result of specific nanofiller orientation in the investigated
material.
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Table 1: Temperatures corresponding to 2, 5, and 10% weight loss
andmaximumdegradation rate (𝑇max) (±1

∘C) obtained from the first
derivative of TGA signal.

Samples/%wt 𝑇
2%/
∘C 𝑇

5%/
∘C 𝑇

10%/
∘C 𝑇max/

∘C
MPU 273 294 319 373
MPU

0.25% 278 296 320 398
MPU

0.50% 284 299 320 399
MPU

0.75% 287 301 320 419
MPU

1.0% 284 302 323 424
MPU

1.25% 290 304 326 424

2.4. Characterization. The microporous structure of MPU
samples was characterized by using a FEI Quanta 250
FEG scanning electron microscope (20 kV, LFD Detector).
Samples were cut according to the required dimensions
at ambient temperature. Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA)
was performed under nitrogen atmosphere on a NETZSCH
TG 209 apparatus using 10 mg samples at a temperature
range from 40 to 700∘C and heating rate of 20∘C/min. The
differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) was performed on a
DSC 204 F1 Phoenix apparatus under nitrogen atmosphere
at a temperature range from −85 to 200∘C. Tensile strength
tests were carried out using Zwick/Roell Z020 universal
mechanical testing (ISO 527-1). The heating rate was approx-
imately 10∘C/min. Mechanical properties were measured
in a dynamic mode (single cantilever) using a TA DMA
Q800 apparatus at a temperature range from −85 to 150∘C,
at a heating rate of 4∘C/min, and at frequency of 10Hz.
Shore hardness type D was estimated by using a Zwick 3131
durometer in accordance with PN-ISO 868. The densities of
PU nanocomposite foams were calculated according to ISO
845:2006 (E) based on the measurements of the dimensions
and weight of the cubic samples. Water absorption was
characterized in accordancewith PN-EN ISO62 : 2008.Dried
disks (20mm in diameter and 10mm thick) were immersed
in distilled water at room temperature for 24 h.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Thermal Properties. The thermal stability of studied ma-
terials was evaluated by thermogravimetric analysis (TGA)
and illustrated in Figure 3. Table 1 shows the results obtained
from the analysis of TGA curves. It is apparent that the
incorporation of reduced graphene oxide into microporous
polyurethane matrix caused an increase in thermal stability
in comparison to the neat MPU system. Thermogravimetric
curves are characteristic for polyurethane systems (Figure 3),
where degradation process is connected with urethane bond
destruction. Polyurethanes showed an initial weight loss in
the range of 210–250∘C.The value of degradation temperature
𝑇
2
increased by about 17∘C at 1.25 wt% of RGO content,

compared to the MPU nonmodified systems. Additionally,
the maximum of the 1st derivative of TGA curve (DTG)
shifted towards higher temperatures with increasing RGO
content (Table 1). For the MPU samples containing 1 and
1.25% of nanofiller, the temperature corresponding to the
maximum (DTG) was higher (51∘C) in comparison to the
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Figure 3: TGA thermograms and % mass versus temperature.

neat MPU system. Graphene and the reduced form of
graphene are both very stable materials that are stiffer than
polyurethane matrix. When applying these nanofillers, we
can achieve limited chain mobility and can influence thermal
stability of nanocomposite systems [43]. Good dispersion
and adequate concentration of the nanofiller in polymeric
matrix are crucial in order to obtain materials with improved
thermal properties.

Thermal analysis was also performed by using DSC
technique. It was carried out to characterize changes in the
glass transition temperature (𝑇

𝑔
) caused by the effect of RGO

addition in PU soft segments (Table 2). The addition of RGO
had a small influence on 𝑇

𝑔
, which increased with increasing

RGO content (up to −19∘C for MPU
1.25

). The interaction
between RGO and the soft segments was weak. Generally, the
𝑇
𝑔
value of the soft segment changes significantly when the

functionalized nanofillers react with polymeric matrix. Also,
the glass transition temperature, calculated as the maximum
of tangent delta, showed a decrease in value with increasing
RGO content (1–3∘C).

3.2. Morphological Properties. A microscopic investigation
of the studied materials was preformed using TEM and
SEM techniques.The obtained RGO displayed a delaminated
structure (Figure 5(a)). The microporous nanocomposites
containing reduced graphene oxide had good round shape,
100–400 𝜇m size, and microporous structure (Figures 5(b)–
5(d)). Our studies confirmed that larger pore sizes form in
microporous materials with increasing content of nanofiller.
The addition of RGO nanofiller resulted in a higher presence
of pores with more irregular shapes and more defected
structure. Increasing the pore size significantly affects the
mechanical properties of systems. Introduction to up to 1 wt%
RGO gives a positive effect and improves the mechanical
parameters. The water absorption of the system RGO mod-
ified samples is presented in Table 2. Higher cell size for
modified systems possesses more water absorption, from
14% for unmodified system (MPU) to 32% for material with
highest RGO content (MPU

1.25%).

3.3. Mechanical Properties. Mechanical behaviors of RGO-
containing nanocomposites were analyzed in dynamic
(DMA) and static modes (Zwick/Roell). The dynamic
behavior of the nanocomposites shows that, at low RGO
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Figure 4: Storage modulus 𝐸, loss modulus 𝐸, and loss tangent (tan 𝛿) plotted as a function of temperature for the nanocomposites
containing different amounts of TRG nanofiller.
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Figure 5: Microimages of (a) reduced graphene oxide (TEM), (b) pure microporous polyurethane (MPU), (c) microporous polyurethane +
0.5% RGO, and (d) microporous polyurethane + 1% RGO.
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content, storage modulus is higher than for unmodified
system (Figure 4). Probably at low RGO content good
percolation can be obtained to cause increase in storage
modulus (Table 2). What is very important is the fact that
the higher level of 𝐸 is observed in whole range of measured
temperatures, below and above glass transition temperature
(Figure 4). Increase in 𝐸 for samples containing 0.50 and
1.25 wt% of RGO can be connected with higher mobility
chains above glass transition temperature and presence
of nanofiller, which promote cold crystallization process
with increase of hardness and 𝐸 at higher temperatures.
Also some moisture evaporation above glass transition
temperature causes increase in these parameters.

Thehighest tensile strengthwas obtained for thematerials
containing 0.5 wt% of RGO (Table 2). Higher RGO content
of up to 1.25 wt% affected the mechanical properties of
the system that exhibit (30%) lower values. Elongation at
break increased in the samples containing up to 0.5 wt%
of nanofiller, while, for the higher nanofiller content, it
significantly decreased. Higher addition (above 1.0 wt%) of
nanofiller causes a marked reduction in mechanical perfor-
mance in both static and dynamic modes (Table 2).

The addition of small amounts ofmodifier (up to 1.25wt%
of RGO) increased the apparent density and hardness
of polyurethane nanocomposites (Table 2). The hardness
increased from 47 ∘Shore A for the unmodified systems
to 59 ∘Shore A for the microporous polyurethane matrix
containing 1.25 wt% of RGO.

4. Conclusions

Reduced graphene oxide/polyurethane nanocomposites were
successfully prepared without the use of solvent. DSC and
TGA experiments were performed in order to characterize
the thermal properties of studied materials. The obtained
systems displayed enhanced thermal stability. In conclusion,
the presented results demonstrate that the incorporation of
thermally reduced graphene oxide (RGO) into microporous
polyurethane matrix (MPU) can improve the mechanical
properties about 17% forMPU

0.50% and thermal stability up to
51∘C (𝑇max) for MPU

1.0% and MPU
1.25% materials compared

to pure polymeric systems.The best results were achieved for
the microporous polyurethanes containing 0.5 wt% of RGO.
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